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GLOSSARY
Humanoid “having human characteristics or form; resembling
human beings.”(Dictionary.com Unabridged ,
n.d.-a, para. 1)
Interception “1. The act of intercepting or the state of being
intercepted.
2. Sports A pass that is intercepted, especially a
forward pass in football.”
(The American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language, n.d., para. 1)
Artificial intelligence “The capacity of a computer to perform operations
analogous to learning and decision making in
humans, as by an expert system, a program for
CAD or CAM, or a program for the perception
and recognition of shapes in computer vision
systems. Abbreviation: AI, A.I.” (Dictionary.com
Unabridged , n.d.-b, para. 1)
x
ABSTRACT
Tazhibayeva, Saltanat B. M.S., Purdue University, May 2014. Moving Object
Detection For Interception By A Humanoid Robot. Major Professor: Eric T.
Matson.
Interception of a moving object with an autonomous robot is an important
problem in robotics. It has various application areas, such as in an industrial setting
where products on a conveyor would be picked up by a robotic arm, in the military
to halt intruders, in robotic soccer (where the robots try to get to the moving ball
and try to block an opponent’s attempt to pass the ball), and in other challenging
situations. Interception, in and of itself, is a complex task that demands a system
with target recognition capability, proper navigation and actuation toward the
moving target. There are numerous techniques for intercepting stationary targets
and targets that move along a certain trajectory (linear, circular, and parabolic).
However, much less research has been done for objects moving with an unknown and
unpredictable trajectory, changing scale as well and having a different view point,
where, additionally, the reference frame of the robot vision system is also dynamic.
This study aims to find methods for object detection and tracking using
vision system applicable for autonomous interception of a moving humanoid robot
target by another humanoid robot. With the use of the implemented vision system,
a robot is able to detect, track and intercept in a dynamic environment the moving
target, taking into account the unique specifications of a humanoid robot, such as
the kinematics of walking. The vision system combined object detection based on
Haar/LBP feature classifiers trained on “Boosted Cascades” and target contour
tracking using optical flow techniques. The constant updates during navigation
helped to intercept the object moving with unpredicted trajectory.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter gives a basic overview of the research project by introducing the
research question. It also includes the scope, significance, definitions, assumptions,
limitations and delimitations that are crucial to the understanding of this research.
1.1 Problem statement
In robotics, vision processing is utilized in order for a robot to recognize
objects, sense an environment, and to perform its localization. Numerous studies
are conducted in this area resulting in different approaches of object recognition and
tracking. Various machine learning techniques and ways of filtering are applied from
the beginning of image capture until the desired robot behavior. In one project, the
researcher worked on building an application to enable a humanoid robot
DARwIn-OP to play bowling game (Tazhibayeva, Kuanyshbaiuly, Aldabergenov,
Hong, & Matson, 2014). Among the problems that have been experienced while
implementing the bowling game was the humanoid robot vision system. The
DARwIn-OP vision system uses a chromatic approach. The chromatic approach was
initially taken from a human visual system and applied to robotics. It differentiates
colors from the domain space, detecting a searched color region, but it is very
sensitive to lighting changes. Thus, when the lighting changes the robot will have
problems in localization of the pins and the bowling ball during an experiment.
Overall, utilizing only the chromatic approach is not enough for proper
function of the vision system. The research was continued to investigate the area of
tracking and interception of moving objects, in order to find more effective ways for




Is it possible to intercept a moving humanoid robot with another humanoid
robot, autonomously?
1.3 Scope
This research is limited to DARwIn open platform and its humanoid robot
limitations. The statistical analysis would be done in order to evaluate the
performance of the implemented system. The data would be obtained from the
DARwIn-OP humanoid robot’s vision system developed and manufactured by
Robotis (2014) and running on simulation environment developed by Webots
(2014). The vision system is limited to the use of one USB camera and to
DARwIn’s software, which includes Video4Linux drivers. The robot image
processing system utilizes C++ routines used for calculations on images and the
color-based object recognition model. However this research will utilize OpenCV
library on top of the built vision system (Bradski & Kaehler, 2008).
1.4 Significance
Interception of a moving object with an autonomous robot is an important
problem in robotics. It has various application areas such as in an industrial setting
where products on a conveyor would be picked up by the robotic arm, in the
military to halt intruders, in robotic soccer, where the robots try to get to the
moving ball, block an opponent for intercepting the ball passed to the opponent,
and in other challenging situations. Interception, in and of itself, is a complex task
that demands a system with proper navigation and actuation of the motors toward
the moving target. There are numerous techniques for stationary targets and
targets that move along a certain trajectory (linear, circular, parabolic) detailed
review of this studies will be presented later in the second chapter. However much
less research has been done for objects moving with an unknown and unpredictable
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trajectory, where, additionally, the reference frame of the robot vision system also
moves and changes. That demands techniques working on real time. The
application of the object detection and tracking techniques on a humanoid robot to
intercept other humanoid robot moving with an unknown trajectory has not been
done before. For that purpose, the researcher must take into account the unique
specifications of a humanoid robot, such as kinematics for walking and balancing
and sensing an environment with its vision system.
1.5 Assumptions
The following are the assumptions of this study:
• The vision system of DARwIn-OP works as it is intended and has the
methods for the image processing and capture.
• The research will utilize DARwIn-OPs hardware and software.
• The research will utilize Webots simulation software.
• The specifications and manual documentations of the robot and of Webots are
written correctly and correspond to reality.
• The OpenCV library works correctly for the image processing procedures as it
is written in the documentation.
1.6 Limitations
The following are the limitations of this research:
• The research is limited due to the vision system capabilities of the DARwIn
robot
• The study is limited due to the walking and actuator speed, of the robot.
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• The research is limited to computer performance, of the robot
• The robot operating field size and the surface material is limited.
• The study will consider straight line and circular trajectory for the moving
target.
1.7 Delimitations
The following are the delimitations of this study:
• The experimental setup of this research will not consider tests where the
target is placed out of the vision range of the robot (in the distance which is
too far away from the robot).
• The speed of the moving target will not exceed the speed of the DARwIn
robot.
• This research will not consider any other moving targets or surface materials,
only those which were described within the research scope.
• No other robots except the DARwIn-OP humanoid robot are considered in
this research.
• Only the implemented system will be evaluated on its performance.
1.8 Summary
This chapter provided the problem statement, scope, significance, research
question, assumptions, limitations, delimitations of this research. The next chapter
provides a review of the literature relevant to interception of a moving object with a
humanoid robot. The third chapter will discuss the methodology of the proposed
study. Chapters 4 and 5 will present the system design and data analysis. And
finally, Chapter 6 will bring conclusions and recommendations for the future work.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
This chapter provides a review of the literature relevant to humanoid robots
intercepting moving objects. It will provide an overview of this subject area, as well
as, the different approaches and methods utilized to accomplish this goal. It will
explain its classification by the application area, the robot type, type of vision
system of the robot, and a trajectory path. And only then the relevant path
planning, tracking and interception techniques, will be examined.
2.1 Applications of intercepting robots
This section will review some of the major types for different application of
intercepting robots. One of them refers to industrial robots, whereas the second one
refers to an evolution from popular human games.
2.1.1 Industrial - Robotic hand-eye system
According to the History of Industrial Robots (2012), production of
industrial robots started with Devol’s and Joe Engelberger’s first industrial robot
arm called the Unimate, which was based on Devol’s patent “Programmed Article
Transfer”. After its production cycle, it was utilized with other industries in the
USA, Sweden and Japan. In 1969 Tralfa, Norway presented the first commercial
painting robot. In 1970 the first robotics symposium called the International
symposium on Industrial Robots (ISIR later in 1997 it was renamed as ISR) was
held, having a purpose to exchange the knowledge and latest technologies in the
robotics field between different researchers and engineers worldwide. According to
IFR, by the 1973 there were over 3,000 industrial robots in operation.
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Year after year this field has evolved with latest technologies and growing
computing power of computers as well as the advantages in microprocessors and
electrics/electronics have resulted in the increase of speed in a robot’s operation. In
1998, ABB Company presented their FlexPicker robot, the fastest robot at that
time, it was able to pick up 120 objects in a minute using image technology. From
the finite specific action, robots, without variation and with the use of vision system
became adaptable and flexible in orientation and could decide which task to
perform.
Today industrial robots development is highly tied to AI development.
People need robots that require quite robust and computationally demanding
techniques. The industrial robots vary in application starting from assembly,
measuring, packing, and ending with painting, polishing, powdering and so on. By
the year of 2013 according to the IFR statistical department (World robotics 2013 ,
2013), the total number of robots in industrial operational use was about 1.4 million
units. Their features depended on a payload, power of its motors, and an area of
operation defined by the maximum radius of the robotic arm.
This thesis focuses on the specific robot action that could be included in the
applications of industrial robots. Gupta, Messom, and Demidenko (2005) citing
Hujic et al. (1998) said:
Robotic interception of moving objects in industrial setting has gained
much attention in recent years. Among the most efficient approaches is
the active prediction, planning and execution(APPE) system. The key
feature of this system is the ability of a robot to perform a task
autonomously without complete a priori information. (p. 200)
Allen, Timcenko, Yoshimi, and Michelman (1993); Barteit, Frank, and
Kupzog (2008); Campos, Romo, Orozco, and Ortega (2006); Mehrandezh, Sela,
Fenton, and Benhabib (2000) conducted studies on tracking and grasping of a
moving object using robotic hand-eye systems in industrial setting. By industrial
setting, they would assume some conveyor and gripper that intercepts the moving
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target-production item. The overview of their works will be provided in the
subsequent sections.
2.1.2 Human adapted games
This thesis would refer games that could be played by robots that are
adapted from human games. Examples of such adapted games are ice hockey, air
hockey, soccer game (Iverach-Brereton, Winton, & Baltes, 2012; Kawempy,
Ragavan, & How, 2011; Kitano & Asada, 1998). There is an immense amount of
research on robotic soccer. It is appealing for the following reasons: first, it is a very
popular command game, and second, the rules are known world-wide and clear to
everyone.
Soccer robotics, is a subfield of AI Robotics that offers challenging
domain for research and education in a large spectrum of issues
integrating the problems of sensing, deciding and acting that are of
relevance to the development of complete autonomous agents in general.
(Mittelbach & Goossens, 2004, p. 10)
Soccer robots must exhibit actions like positioning at a designated
location, moving to the ball, blocking an opponent, turning to an
advantageous angle, circling the ball, and shooting it into a goal. Highly
complex game play, combined with the agility and speed of the robots,
requires accurate path planning and prediction of moving targets.
(Gupta et al., 2005, p. 201)
According to the Mittelbach and Goossens (2004), there are four major
categories in official FIRA (Federation of International Robot-Soccer Association)
Cup competition:
1. “The Micro-Robot Soccer Tournament(MiroSoT)” and “Nano-Robot Soccer
Tournament(Narosot)” takes into advantage the global camera and the
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centralized robotic soccer tournament, so that the main focus of research stays
deciding and acting for the robots. (Mittelbach & Goossens, 2004, p. 14)
2. The computer simulated robotic soccer tournament tests the methods applied
to solve the decide problem.
3. RoboSoT(robot soccer tournament). The main difference of this tournament is
that the robots have a built-in decentralized camera that shows only a partial
environment, making it difficult to localize and track the objects. This way
the sense, decide and act components work mutually making the robots truly
autonomous.
4. HuroSoT is a robotic competition with the focus on sense-act-decide
components as in RoboSoT, however in this competition the teams consist of
humanoid robots.
Additionally, one of the most popular robotic competitions in robotic soccer -
RoboCup (Kitano & Asada, 1998) follows almost the same divisions as in FIRA
Cup competition.
Comparing two application domains of intercepting robots, the industrial
robots, discussed in the previous section, usually use a stationary vision system with
a fixed frame. As a result, it is easy to control them without localization problems.
However, the drawback is that whenever the reference frame changes, even by
chance, it results on a failure of the robotic system.
2.2 Movement trajectory
The type of movement trajectory in this literature review is divided into
linear and non-linear. If the target moves in a straight-line, its trajectory is called
linear, otherwise it is non-linear. For instance, the trajectory is linear in Gupta et
al. (2005); Kawempy et al. (2011); and non-linear in Allen et al. (1993) where the
object moves in circular direction and in Barteit et al. (2008); Yeo, Lesmana, Neog,
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and Pai (1998) the object moves through parabola, because it was thrown to a 3D
arm. So, the prediction algorithms differ for both linear and non-linear. Usually,
Cartesian equations are used in order to predict the future location of the object
through time for 2D.
2.3 Methods for target tracking and interception
This section will review some of the major types of tracking, filtering,
prediction algorithms and techniques of intercepting robots.
2.3.1 Optic-flow calculation
Allen et al. (1993) focused their research on object interception with an
intelligent system consisting of a robotic arm and a real-time 3D vision system. The
authors were the first who combined the visual information with planning and
manage grasping actions. According to the authors, the velocity variable was
measured using the Horn-Shrunk optic flow technique and then “Tailor series
expansion and drop second- and higher-order terms” were used to compute normal
velocity (Allen et al., 1993, p. 154). The experimental setting of this study
consisted of two cameras, the PIPE which “is a pipelined parallel image processing
computer capable of processing 256 x 256 x 8 bit images at frame rate speeds”
(Allen et al., 1993, p. 154). A jaw gripper was used to pickup a train driving in a
circular trajectory. The problem of computational cost of an optic flow method was
overcome with the use of the PIPE, resulting in a 100ms delay needed for the
prediction of the motion. The PIPE motion tracking algorithm steps were described
in the paper:
1. The camera images were sent to the PIPE
2. Image smoothing using Gaussian mask
3–4. Additional smoothed images are collected to the buffer
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5. Images are subtracted to get the temporal derivative
6. The images are convolved the spatial gradient operator
7–8. Horizontal and vertical gradients are summed
9–10. Centroids calculation
11. Histogramming for the accurate centroid derivation
According to the authors “the vision system does not require special lighting, object
structure, or reflectance properties” for its computation, since it is done through
“optic-flow calculation” (Allen et al., 1993, p. 162).
2.3.2 Statistical background subtraction
The main research topic of Kawempy et al. (2011) was to implement a
system for an autonomous robot that would be able to calculate the trajectory of
the moving object and intercept it in an Air Hockey game. The method of
“statistical background modeling for the image subtraction” was utilized to obtain
the moving target on the captured image (Kawempy et al., 2011). The experiment
was tested on SRS of 20 for each sensing range consisting of four groups (1.4, 1, 0.8,
and 0.5 in meters). The authors measured a performance/reliability and a
maximum speed variables that depended on the sensing range and on accuracy of
vision system. The system described by the authors consisted of the following steps:
1. The USB web camera captures the images of the moving target. The camera
is set perpendicular to the surface of game board and adjusted with the
minimum background noise.
2. The captured images are then processed with LabView program which gives
the targets central point as an output.
3. The centroid coordinates are used to calculate the trajectory of a moving
object and its destination point on interceptors line
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4. The pneumatic control system intercepts the object with the given coordinates
Taking into account the error range caused by an image distortion, the systems was
implemented with inaccuracy correction technique. So, whenever the object enters
the 20% region of its final destination, the system recalculates the intercepting
coordinates again. The system gave a 95% successful rate result of performance in
the sensing range of 1.4 meters with the maximum speed of 1.2m/s.
According to the authors, “The assumptions made for this project are linear
movement of puck, elastic edge collision, and no friction effect on the moving
object” as well as “the drawback of statistical background modeling for image
subtraction is the background movement”(Kawempy et al., 2011, p. 796).
2.3.3 Kalman filters
In order to reduce sensor noise coming from a robot’s sensors, researchers
have used the Kalman filters in a localization step. (Belkhouche, Belkhouche, &
Rastgoufard, 2006; Gupta et al., 2005; Manchester et al., 2008) (Manchester et
al., 2008, p. 494) has used the Kalman filter for their wheeled robot to estimate the
target’s velocity, that was obtained “from both visual and odometry
measurements”. The authors stated that the results were perfect for constant
velocity, and when it was not constant, the system was still able to meet the target
with error in approaching angle.
As well, Gupta et al. (2005) presented the controller that predicts and
intercepts a moving target. Their work also has applied the Kalman filter to smooth
the visual noise and raw data from sensor before passing it into the predictive
controller. It has resulted on the robustness of the controller output performance i.e
for the estimated variation of the static ball position for the x and y equal to
0.44cm and 1.4cm after the filtering will provide values equal to 0.19cm and 0.94cm
accordingly.
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According to the authors, the system was able to track the object in real
time with “+-0.25 cm positional accuracy” in which the Kalman filter helped
significantly to decrease measurement noise. The vision system of the system
described above performs in 6ms, the state transition-based control strategy
performs at the rate of 16.67 ms. The authors claim that “a ball prediction of 4 to
10 frames ahead was tested for shooting a moving ball with reasonable success”
(Gupta et al., 2005, p. 213). However there were some limitation to consider: the
target as in Manchester et al. (2008) will move without great acceleration and
deceleration speed.
2.3.4 Novel gaze-based approach
This section will discuss the “novel gaze-based approach” developed by Yeo
et al. (1998). The paper upholds “novel framework for animating human characters
performing fast visually guided tasks, such as catching a ball. The main idea is to
consider the coordinated dynamics of sensing and movement”(Yeo et al., 1998,
p. 1). According to the authors, a movement of the upper body of the robot was
captured using 8-camera Vicon MX, and an eye movement was done with the help
of an eye tracker deployed on head. Both systems recorded at 100Hz computing
speed. Additionally, a five cm diameter ball was used as a catching object.
The authors claimed following about their results:
Compared the results of our simulation to measurements of human
catching, to see if there is a qualitative agreement, simulated ball
catching for many different trajectories and developed a fully generative
3D character animation model of the ball catching. (Yeo et al., 1998,
p. 8)
The authors say that their systems demonstrated 98% of the accuracy in
catching the ball with different trajectories. The work includes interesting novel
features, such as “gaze based motor coordination and submovement composition”
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and provides the new approach to computer animation. Their research has used
visual motion estimation which is basically one of the “principles that may be used
by the human brain to control movements” (Yeo et al., 1998, p.42:8). Generation of
movements by overlapping submovements is another example of the new approach
in this work. The following are the limitations and threats to validity:
• Since the human vision system is highly complicated, the vision model used is
a simplified approximation of the human vision system.
• A more accurate model of the decision process may be able to account for the
variability.
• Kinematic control, which the authors relied on, is not as good model as
dynamic, based on realistic neural control may be able to account for
movements at the limits of human movements.
The paper has demonstrated the framework that used the novel gaze-based
approach as well as “neurophysiology of the visiomotor system”(Yeo et al., 1998,
p. 8). Also authors claim that their vision motor is highly simplified of the human
visual system.
2.3.5 Updating while navigating
The paper of Manchester et al. (2008) presents the new navigation law for
the wheeled robot with a vision system, by which while navigating a target it
continuously updates information and its path and uses this information against
this target. Manchester et al. (2008) claims that one of the examples of the use of
this application can be the ball interception or a player of robotic soccer. In the
experiment setup, the authors use “two Pioneer wheeled robots and a pan video
camera”. For the robot-pursuer “optical wheel encoders to measure its motion”
were used (Manchester et al., 2008, p. 494). This study has developed a theoretical
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method of CNG (circular navigation guidance) which was further tested in the
experiment. The following variables were already provided to the system:
• Cartesian plane with x,y. Coordinates denote the pursuers and the target
location
• Heading angle of the pursuer and the target
• Velocities
• Approach angle error
And the following variables were calculated:
• Range between two points
• Desired approach angle
• line of sight
The Kalman filters were used in localization step. The authors say that “there is no
division path-planning and path following stages” (Manchester et al., 2008, p. 495).
This makes it possible to implement their application in a obstacle detection system
also. However there is not much evidence for this statement. Figure 2.1 shows the
trajectory of pursuer and the target:
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Figure 2.1.: Trajectory of pursuer and interceptor (Manchester et al., 2008, p. 494)
As result, the pursuer was able to hit the target within small errors with the
desired angle approach of = π/2 radians. According to the authors, the theoretical
results will work perfect under idealized conditions. The paper did not provide any
information about its vision system techniques for the object coordinates detection
and counting its angles. This information may be very important in order to
replicate the experiment.
2.3.6 Line of sight
Belkhouche et al. (2006) focused on object navigation and tracking system
with the model-based approach and line of sight technique, which has been utilized
by Manchester et al. (2008) as well. Manchester et al. (2008) obtained line of sight
denoted by L and the distance between target denoted by r using known X,Y
Cartesian plane coordinates. These were used for both location of the target and
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the robot and orientation angle of the robots. The authors say that the linear
velocities can be obtained using velocity sensors such as Doppler LIDAR or simply
by taking the time derivative of the ranges.
As a result, the authors developed a software simulation program that makes
different scenarios with the presence and the absence of the obstacles and “both for
accelerating and non accelerating target” (Belkhouche et al., 2006, p. 262). The
methods were used for the calculation and were considered to be robust because
they use geometric as well as kinematics models as the base.
This paper provided a complete set of the rules for the use of geometric and
kinematic models for the path detection, was widely used and referenced by those
who did object tracking and obstacle detecting algorithm. The author of the paper
however did not test their theory on the real robots.
2.3.7 Fifo graphs
Hizem, Castelain, and Toguyeni (2008) research was on finding shortest
interception path using graphs. SRS tests of the algorithm were written and tested
in JAVA. Delay function and the graphs were randomly generated. They were given
the different number of nodes and then relevant average execution time was
computed. The graph structure used the Waxman method (Waxman, 2006), where
a=0.15 and b=0.2 The authors claim that their main goal was to: “Find an
interception node OP T at departure time t such as a t0 (It(T V, OP T )) is
minimal. Such a node is 0t called optimal interception node at departure time
t0.”(Hizem et al., 2008, p. 3) Additionally, the Dijkstra algorithm was added and
modified so that it could operate in dynamic graphs. As a result of the experiment,
the described algorithm gave 33 ms for the measurement of the shortest interception
path for the graph consisted of 5000 nodes. According to Hizem et al. (2008), the
execution time increased proportionally with the number of nodes of the graph. The
algorithm was tested on an Intel Core Duo processor, 1.88GHz. In robotics
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applications of such graphs is more complicated, because it will require accurate
localization of the robots. This algorithm is stated to be very efficient for the road
networks.
2.3.8 Object detection based on a “boosted cascades”
One of the first breakthrough in approach of machine learning and object
detection was made by Viola and Jones (2001). Their work was a combination of
the new “Haar-like features” set other words “Integral Image” with machine
learning algorithm based on AdaBoost and finally with enhancement that brings
running “cascade” which is able to classify the object-like regions out of
background. The 2.2 below illustrates those features”. According to the authors,
the window of a predefined size is moved across the entire image and further for
each region the Haar-like feature is calculated. After that process the acquired
difference is compared to the pre-learned threshold of the method. That difference
classifies the input image as an object or non-object.
Figure 2.2.: Haar-like features (Bradski & Kaehler, 2008, p. 509)
Until now, cascade was successfully used for face recognition applications.
Numbers of researchers continued to enhance and contribute to that project coming
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up with better results and tools that make the process of learning slightly faster.
Rainer Lienhart and Pisarevsky (2003) made more extensive analysis on different
learning algorithms outlining their performances and brought that algorithm for the
object training based on “efficient” haar-like features as well as their face classifier
to OpenCV library. There is still a lot of room for training other object detectors,
however there is no common database for this classifier. The main advantage of that
classifiers is its computational speed.
2.3.9 Neural networks
The following are the research questions of the Lorsakul and Suthakorn
(2007) study:
• How to improve the process of identification of traffic sign taking into account
different natural background viewing conditions as well as weather conditions?
• How to recognize those identified traffic signs and do their mapping?
• How to increase the speed of the system?




The first question is used to train the MLP(Multilayer perception) and is divided
into two parts: the first one, images with distortion problems and second, without
problems. The second one validates set during the MLP training. And test set is
utilized in order to evaluate performance of the trained MLP. The implemented
system has provided the measurement for the following dependent variables:
distance measurement (least-square-creation-error), Kullback-Leibler-error,
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computational cost; and one independent variable: the number of hidden nodes on
image, which was calculated through cross-validation approaches. The distance
measurement was measured by Q (number of training patterns) and the
Kullback-Leibler-error that is “an alternative criterion especially for classification
problems in neural net science”; and computational cost was calculated by obtaining
processing time of 52 test sign images (Lorsakul & Suthakorn, 2007, p. 23).




3. Sign detection and extraction stage
4. Form recognition stage
5. Recognition stage (application of neural networks algorithms)
In the image acquisition stage, a camera sends image sequences to the next stage. In
the sign detection and extraction stage, all the images that contained a sign were cut
and converted into a blob image, then blob images are fed into the form recognition
stage. All the images are prepared for neural networks in form recognition stage.
The authors provided the following results: with the starting “number of
hidden neuron of 42 with the least-square-criterion-error” reduces to the value
which was equal to 0.0865 and “Kullback-Leibler-error” was equal to 0.32 Lorsakul
and Suthakorn (2007).
One of the newest approaches in this paper was the application of neural
networks in image recognition. This approach contributes to systems in which time
maters a lot as for the moving vehicles. However there some lack of information
regarding system characteristics of the machine which performed the task of sign
recognition. Because processing time depends on computing power of the computer,
different computers may give different results. Also, not much was said about signs
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other than circular and hexagonal. There are a lot rectangular and triangular traffic
signs that this research did not discuss.
2.3.10 2D spatial operation into 3D
According to Karimipour, Frank, and Delavar (2008), the paper upholds “an
operation-independent approach to extend 2D spatial operations of moving objects
into 3D”. The authors say that this approach is possible with the use of
n-dimensional geometry concept-functors that transform one domain to the other.
“Its possible to define lifting functors that extend the applicability of code to new
datatypes-automatically”. (Karimipour et al., 2008, p. 1) For the computing the
functor the following formula was used: “a general solution to extend operations on
numbers to operations on points is to declare a functor which applies an operation
to each element of a list (liftD1), pairs of elements of two lists (liftD2), and so on:
liftD1 (f ([e1, e2, ..., en])) = [f(e1), f(e2), ..., f(en)] liftD2 (f ( [e11, e21, ..., en1], [e12,
e22, ..., en2])) = [f(e11, e12), f(e21, e22), ..., f(en1, en2)]. Where ei is either a
constant or time-dependent value.”(Karimipour et al., 2008, p. 3)
The implemented algorithm has provided the results computed only for the
Euclidian distance between two points.The proposed method in the paper was
implemented in Haskell programming language. However performance issue of the
proposed algorithm has not been studied in this paper, but the authors claim that it
would be analyzed in their next works.
This approach might be applicable to the robotic vision system which uses
single 2D camera instead of stereo 3D to compute distance between two objects
either static or moving.
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2.4 Summary
This chapter provided a review of the literature relevant to interception of a
moving target by humanoid robot. The next chapter provides the framework and
methodology to be used in the research project.
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CHAPTER 3. FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
This chapter covers the research framework, sample set and testing
methodology used in this thesis.
3.1 Study Design
The detection and tracking of the moving object is a complex task.
Computer vision utilizes various features of the objects depending on the particular
problem. Different studies came up with various features and machine learning
algorithms to train them. In the interception problem, where an environment is
dynamic, in order to object to be detected these training features should be scale
invariant, rotation invariant, position invariant and background invariant. For
instance, the car should be always a car, no matter what color it is, independent of
its background and lighting condition. The face detector developed by Viola and
Jones (2001) based on Haar classifier was able to recognize various faces in different
scales. Additionally, it is significantly faster than the other detectors. For these
reasons the following study took the approach described by Rainer Lienhart and
Pisarevsky (2003) for its experimental setup with different training set in order to
obtain its own DARwIn robot classifier. The researcher followed the manual
provided by OpenCV (Bradski & Kaehler, 2008) and used haartraining and
traincascade programs to train the classifiers to detect the humanoid target. This
thesis is a quantitative study dedicated for the development of the application for
interception of the moving object by a humanoid robot. One of its main goal, was
to train classifiers that were based on Haar and LBP features described by Liao,
Zhu, Lei, Zhang, and Li (2007); Viola and Jones (2001) see figure 3.1. Further the
trained classifiers were utilized in the object recognition stage. The classifiers were
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Figure 3.1.: Cascade classifier training procedure
analyzed for its performance and validated during the interception process in the
Webots (2014) simulation environment. The implemented system for interception
consisted of the following parts:
1. Frame capturing and filtering
2. Target object detection based on trained Haar/LBP cascade classifiers
3. Target tracking
4. Interception based on the heading angle
The robotic experiment consisted of two DARwIn robots(one as interceptor
and another as target) running in simulation developed by Webots (2014) with the
soccer field world. A new controller was built for the purpose of the experiment
(refer to figure 3.2). As the development environment the research used Eclipse
(2014). For the vision system of the robots the researcher used an OpenCV library
that consists of C++ routine files for image processing and has machine learning



























































































































































































3.2 Unit & Sampling
For the cascade training the researcher built and used two different sets of
training images for the indoor laboratory environment and for the simulation world.
Each of these sets were divided into two groups: positive, containing the targeting
object; and negative, which was the set of various possible background images.
Classifiers were built for both objects: DARwIn’s head and separately for its body.
The whole data set of the images were obtained from several different sources:
• Taken from the DARwIn’s USB 2MP camera, producing images of resolution
320x240 and 160x120 pixels. The pictures were taken with different
perspectives under the different lighting conditions(daytime and nighttime)
• Images from the web sources using Google search engine
• 1000 negative background images taken from data Seo (2009)
• Images for simulation were taken from the Webots camera of 160x120 pixels
resolution
For the interception process the sampling unit was presented by experimental
setup for two simulation robots with different positions and heading angles in the
soccer field. The target robot moved either in a straight line trajectory with the
speed twice less than the intercepting robots speed or in the circular direction with
the same speed.
3.2.1 Hypotheses
The research tested the following hypothesis:
H0: The humanoid robot is not be able to intercept another moving
humanoid target with the use of implemented vision system in a given
limited time.
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Hα: The humanoid robot is able to intercept another moving humanoid
target with implemented vision system within its time limit.
3.2.2 Population
For the cascade training based on Haar features, the population was
presented by the set of all images with and without DARwIn target robot under the
different lighting, luminance of the color, environment and the background. For the
testing of interception process the population was represented by the set of all of the
possible initial conditions for the target and the intercepting robot.
3.2.3 Sample
According the Seo (2009) tutorial, the additional training images may also be
generated out of the positive cropped samples, the researcher used the
“createtrainsamples.pl” script (refer Appendix C for the code) to generate the
training samples using “opencv createsamples” program (Bradski & Kaehler, 2008).
These were done in order to expand training data of original images taken from the
camera. Created positive samples contained positive images with distortions on
random angle range, random scale and random position on the random background.
Refer to the next chapter for more information. The figure 3.3 demonstrates an
example of configuration for running cascade classifier on BOOST. By the following
way the research study trained all of the data sets to get the classifiers for both
LBP and Haar features (Liao et al., 2007; Viola & Jones, 2001).
The research performed 32 SRS tests for interception algorithm with
different setups for the position of target robot and different heading angles. The
interception was successful if the interceptor had entered to 40 cm radius range area
of target robot. The distance between two robots was limited due to camera
resolution and a window size of configured on training stage. For the camera
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Figure 3.3.: Example of traincascade configuration
resolution of 320x240 and a window size of 20x40 the distance of a target robot
could not exceed 3 meters. Table 3.1 shows the parameters and values of the
simulation world and controller configuration. For the interception purpose the
researcher decreased for a half the maximum step length of the target humanoid
robot. The time limit t0 for the interception process of the system was equal to the
time of worst case scenario. The worst case scenario assumed that the target moves
out of the camera view of the robot. In worst case scenario the interceptor DARwIn
turns around 360+90 degrees, and then after the detection it go to the target, which
is away from it for 3 meters and moves in the direction out of the circle center. The
approximate time of interception for that scenario is equal to 90 seconds, in which
the average velocity of the interceptor = 0.075 ms for target v = 0.0375 ms.
The pursuer was placed in the middle of the soccer field. The soccer world
and controller designed by Webots (2014) were used for the targeting robot. It
searched the ball inside of the field while pursuer was intercepting it. The ball
position was also generated randomly with the distance not further than 3 meters,
otherwise the target may have walked away out of vision range of pursuer.
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Table 3.1: Simulation environment configurations
Section Parameters Values
World info Soccer field width/length 5.42/7.3 m
FPS(Frames per second) −9.81
Basic Time Step 32 ms
Gravity −9.81
Robots Pursuer maximum X amplitude(step length) 1.0 cm
Target maximum X amplitude 0.5 cm
Pursuer camera resolution 360x240pixels
Pursuer FPS 5
Pursuer camera time step 64 ms
Appendix A A.1 and A.2 shows the data generated for the tests. 3.4 shows the
uniform distribution of positions for the Ball and Target objects on the soccer field
of maximum width equal to 5.2 meters and not exceeding the maximum distance.
(a) Target positions (b) Ball positions
Figure 3.4.: Target and Ball random positions
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3.2.4 Variables
The experiment setup required controlled environment for independent and
dependent variables. The research independent variables were:
• Initial coordinates of the target
• Initial heading angle of the pursuer and the target
The key dependent variables were:
• Rate of the success
• Time for object interception
All variables described above were quantitative. The performance of the
system was evaluated by these variables.
3.2.5 Measure for Success
The success rate and time of interception was used in order to test the
performance of the system for the given hypothesis.
3.3 Summary
This chapter provided the methodology that was used in the research study.
It established the test hypothesis and explained the study design, the population
and its samples, the key independent and dependent variables. The next chapter
will cover the implemented system overview and design.
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CHAPTER 4. SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND DESIGN
This chapter covers the implemented system design and its functionality.
4.1 System overview
Figure 4.1.: Basic system diagram
Figure 4.1 demonstrates the basic system overview for the complete
application. The two controllers: INTERCEPT and SOCCER controlled both
robots. In the scenario of an experiment, the player(target) is looking for the ball in
order to kick it, while the interceptor tries to intercept the player. The simulation
environment was used during the development stage and tested to validate the
methodology. The advantage of using the simulation tool was that it secured the
robot from “worst case” scenario, from breaking of the motors and unnecessary
work overload. Additionally, it was much faster to use the simulation software
during development process and it was convenient for analysis.
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The implemented system for interception consisted of the following basic
parts:
1. Frame capturing and filtering
2. Target window detection based on trained “lbp cascade classifier” Liao et al.
(2007)
3. Target window segmentation and tracking obtained target contour using
“optical flow” (Horn & Schunck, 1981, p. 319)
4. Interception based on the pan and tilt angle
The INTERCEPT controller’s vision system was based on OpenCV library
written on C++. The Chaney (2013) and (darwinop/webots-cross-compilation
GitHub, 2013) describe how to integrate OpenCV functionality into the Webots
environment. The researcher used the Eclipse IDE for C/C++ Developers with
ADT plugin as its program development tool. Refer to Bulatovic (2013) in order to
configure OpenCV with Eclipse (Bradski & Kaehler, 2008; Eclipse, 2014; Webots,
2014).
4.2 Intercepting Robot Controller
Figure 4.2 shows the flowchart diagram of the intercepting robot controller.
First, the robot’s constructor initialized all of its motors, devices and sensors. It set
the keyboard sensor and the camera’s timestamps. After the initialization step of
the system, by the main program, the object used inherited methods from the
parents, so that the life cycle of the class depended on the simulation controller.
Whenever simulation was paused or stopped, the controller either would wait for
certain time or would be destroyed. Further, other global variables were initialized.
Mainly, there were the cascade classifiers, display window, threshold for the contour
































tracking points and timers to update the detected object. After the program starts
in the main loop the camera image is obtained, then it goes to the process of finding
DARwIn with vision processing library and functions. The process of “Find
DARwIn” is described in the next section. If the object was detected, the robot
would try to intercept it, gradually changing its x y offset and turning according to
the position of the player in the camera window. The process of interception was
pretty much the same as the previous ball interception system implemented by Ha,
Tamura, Asama, Han, and Hong (2011), with the main difference in the head tilt.
The main reason for that is that instead of focusing on ball which was usually on
the ground, the robots searched the player which had the same height and width,
thus, it needed to look straight, rather than down.
4.3 Vision processing system
In figure 4.3, the vision system started with a state of DETECT. In order to
detect and get the DARwIn object in the field of view, the system used pre-trained
cascade classifiers. It retrieved all of the detected regions of the body and checks on
second classifier for the head, if the head was found then the ROI(Region Of
Interest) was set. ROI in Opencv is used in order to decrease computational load on
the image. It defines the specific region in which to perform the next processes. If
the object in detectDarwin() was successfully retrieved the system would transfer to
next step which was initialization of the points in order to track them using sparse
optical flow technique developed by Lucas, Kanade, et al. (1981) refer to the paper
for more mathematical detail. According to Bradski and Kaehler (2008) citing
Lucas et al. (1981)
The basic idea of the LK algorithm rests on three assumptions.
1. Brightness constancy. A pixel from the image of an object in the
scene does not change in appearance as it (possibly) moves from


































color), this means we assume that the brightness of a pixel does not
change as it is tracked from frame to frame.
2. Temporal persistence or “small movement”. The image motion of a
surface patch changes slowly in time. In practice, this means the
temporal increments are fast enough relative to the scale of motion
in the image that the object does not move much from frame to
frame.
3. Spatial coherence. Neighboring points in a scene belong to the
same surface, have similar motion, and project to nearby points on
the image plane. (Bradski & Kaehler, 2008, p. 324)
These points represent the corner subpixels of the image. In order to place those
points properly on the object, prior segmentation of the ROI was needed. As
segmentation the system used inverse threshold of the frame. With threshold output
the system recognized the contours of the DARwIn. In order to filter noise from the
image the simple blurring was applied. The size of blurring window corresponded to
9x9. Finally, the obtained mask was applied on the image and corner pixels were
computed. The figure 4.4 shows an example of detected window and computed
mask for an object as well as the optical flow corner points.
(a) Mask (b) Optical flow calculation
Figure 4.4.: Detected DARwIn window with contour mask and sparse optical flow
points
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The last stage of the system was tracking, with TRACK state. Tracking was
significantly faster for the points rather for entire object contour. It was enhanced
with constant updating while interception. Moreover, if the object had been falsely
detected at the beginning, it was validated during tracking. For that purpose the
research set the tolerance rate for the false detected objects. If after some time the
regions are classified as negative, the system will change its state back to DETECT,
refer to the figure 4.3 for more detail.
4.4 Summary
This chapter has provided an overview of the implemented system designed
for interception of moving object. The main advantage of such system was that it
worked on dynamic environment. The detection stage was validated during tracking,
as well as tracking was validated by detection. The research let these two systems
interact with each other, preventing it from overload of computational work by
tracking only certain “good features”. All together allowed the robot autonomously
detect, track and intercept the object moving with unpredicted trajectory.
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CHAPTER 5. RESEARCH DATA AND RESULTS
This chapter covers research data collection and experiment test results.
5.1 DARwIn humanoid robot cascade classifiers data
This section presents the data collected, the samples generated as well as the
classifier obtained for the object recognition system of the DARwIn. Figure 3.2 and
shows the sample images from 4 groups of the images made for DARwIn’s body
classifier.
(a) Positive set (b) Negative set
Figure 5.1.: Simulation data set for DARwIn object
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(a) Positive set (b) Negative set
Figure 5.2.: Data set of images taken from indoor lab for DARwIn object
Images shown in figures 5.1 and 5.2 were taken with different perspectives
and different alignments of the robot (moving, running, sitting, from front,side and
behind and on different distances however not exceeding 5 meters) under the
different lightening condition during the day time and night time. Table 5.1 shows
the collected sample data sizes for different groups.
Table 5.1: Data set sizes for target detection system
Set name Size
Simulation positive body 173
Simulation positive head 134
Simulation negative 571
Real positive body 780
Real positive head 692
Real negative 1517
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The methodology has mentioned the generation of the sample data for the
DARwIn target recognition system. The 5.4 shows the random generated image
sample out the ”createsamples.cpp” (Bradski & Kaehler, 2008, p. 515).
Figure 5.3.: Generated training set image samples for real world
Figure 5.4.: Generated training set image samples for simulation
Table 5.2 shows the sizes generated to expand the number of samples of
positive images.
Table 5.2: Expanded positive data set sizes for target
detection system
Set name Size
Simulation positive body 600
Simulation positive head 500
Real positive body 2000
Real positive head 1500
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The research presents the following classifiers as an outcome of training on
boosted cascade classifier:
1. LBP DARwIn body and head classifiers for simulation world
2. Haar DARwIn body and head classifiers for simulation world
3. LBP DARwIn body and head classifiers for real world
4. Haar DARwIn body and head classifiers for real world
The robot body classifiers were trained on minimum window size equal to 20x40
whereas head classifiers’ window size is equal to 20x20. All of the classifiers went
through 20 stages of training. Refer to figure 3.3 for an example. The longest
training time was on Haar cascade training, refer table 5.3 for more detail.
Table 5.3: Training time of classifiers for indoor sample sets
Set name Haar LBP
Real positive body 8 days 2 hours 32 minutes
Real positive head 20 hours 8 minutes
5.2 Contour threshold parameter adjustment
In order to find the optimal parameter for the threshold parameter needed
for contour detection, 255 tests were performed on each sample image of DARwIn in
real environment and on different distances. The distances are equal to 10 cm, 50
cm and 1 m. The number of detected contours was the performance evaluation of
the threshold. The figure 5.5 shows the the overall picture. The peaks show the
highest values, the threshold gives maximum values for two type of thresholds, for
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the dark regions and for the white regions. The second chart shows the results
coming from the window which was blurred, refer to figure 5.6. The blurring filters
all of the unnecessary noise and redundancy in number of contours.
Figure 5.5.: Threshold testing results
Figure 5.6.: Threshold with blurring window results
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5.3 Interception test results
This section presents the experimental test results of interception process for
32 tests with different position and heading angle parameters. Refer to Appendix A
and B for more detail.
5.3.1 First 10 test results for Interceptor and Target scenarios
The results of simulated interception gave 100% success rate, given the
assumptions. DARwIn interceptor in all 32 experiments was able to find the target
robot and intercept it. The following figures show the test results of interception
trajectories of two ground humanoid robots. The graphs present the movement
trajectories on x and z axes during time. Each graph shows the points of
interception time and the closest distance approach to target. The colorbars
represents the distance scale between two DARwIn’s. For the interceptor the
trajectory is changing color according to its distance and the distance scale of the
colorbar. The regions of discontinuities present the state when either interceptor or
evader robot has fallen down. However after the robot stood up the process of
interception has continued.
Figure 5.7.: Test #1
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Figure 5.8.: Test #2
Figure 5.8 shows the interception of the robot in relatively close distance
equal to 26 cm. The robot has found it and lost tracking, and then started
searching again and intercepted at second try.
Figure 5.9.: Test #3
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Figure 5.10.: Test #4
The test #4 shows that the interception was at t=25.728 second. Further,
the robot continued searching and both target and pursuer had fallen down.
Figure 5.11.: Test #5
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Figure 5.12.: Test #6
The figure 5.12 also states when DARwIn has fallen down but interception
was still successful.
Figure 5.13.: Test #7
In the figure 5.13 and 5.14 the DARwIn was missing its target. In figure 5.13
after the third cycle, the target was getting closer to the interceptor, so it was
detected and tracked. Whereas on figure 5.14 it was detected by DARwIn while
moving in the circle. Interceptor has skipped the target twice. However on the
third try he was able to find the target. Continuation of other 22 results is attached
in Appendix B. In each of the experiments the robot was able to intercept the
target. The next section presents the analysis of the experimental data results.
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Figure 5.14.: Test #8
Figure 5.15.: Test #9
Figure 5.16.: Test #10
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5.4 Statistical analysis
5.4.1 The test of H0 hypothesis
All of the text experiments gave result of success in interception process. The
research analyzed the interception time to test its null hypothesis. The test used
one-sample t-test. The H0 hypothesis stated that the humanoid robot was not able
to intercept other moving humanoid robot within t0 = 90 seconds. The test tested
on µ = µ0 = 90 seconds. The H alternative for that test was µ < µ0 = 90 seconds.
Table 5.4 demonstrates t-test statistic results.
Table 5.4: T - test procedure table
N Mean Std Dev Std Err Minimum Maximum
32 38.7760 20.7875 3.6747 6.1440 84.3520
Mean 95% CL Mean Std Dev 95% CL Std Dev
38.7760 31.2813 46.2707 20.7875 16.6654 27.6366
DF t Value Pr >|t|
31 −13.94 Pr<.0001
The p-value is less than α = 0.05, so the null hypothesis is rejected. The
humanoid robot was able to intercept the moving objects within its time and
distance range. The figure 5.17 shows the 95% C.I of time for interception.
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Figure 5.17.: 95% C.I for the time of interception
Figure 5.18.: Interception time(s) versus distance(m) graph
The figure 5.18 shows the relationship between initial distance time of
interception. The relationship was positive and linear. The “Pearson correlation
coefficient” r = 0.56233. The plot is scattered due to the fact that interception time
depended on other factors as heading angles of the pursuer and the robot and the
performance of detection system.
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5.4.2 Performance analysis of tracking system
The second hypothesis helps evaluate the performance of tracking system.
The research investigated on the interception of the target from the first try without
losing a track. The null hypothesis for the problem was that the proportion of
successfully intercepted moving target from first try p = 0.5. The alternative
hypothesis: the probability of intercepting the moving object from the first try was
significantly greater than p = 0.5. The test did not include experiments where
DARwIn had fallen down while tracking. The one sided z-test was computed (refer
to table 5.5).
Table 5.5: One sample proportion z - test
Try Frequency Percent Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Percent
First 23 82.14 23 82.14
Other 5 17.86 28 100.00
Binomial Proportion for Try = First
Proportion (P) 0.8214
ASE 0.0724
99% Lower Conf Limit 0.6350
99% Upper Conf Limit 1.0000
Exact Conf Limits
99% Lower Conf Limit 0.5720
99% Upper Conf Limit 0.9593
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Table 5.5 continued
Test of H0: Proportion = 0.5
ASE under H0 0.0945
Z 3.4017
One-sided Pr >Z 0.0003
Two-sided Pr >|Z | 0.0007
Exact Test
One-sided Pr ≥ P 4.561E − 04
Two-sided = 2 * One-sided 9.122E − 04
The P-values was less than α = 0.01. Reject the null hypothesis. The
proportion of intercepting the robot from the first detection was significantly greater
than 0.5. The 99% C.I of p for the try=first was between (0.5720, 0.9593)
5.4.3 Performance analysis of detection system
For the detection system the research evaluated the sensitivity range of the
robot recognition system. The table below gives values for false positive(the number
of times when the detection system has identified and tracked non-robot object) and
false negative(the number of times when the object was present in the camera view,
but system failed to identify the object). The formula below represents the
sensitivity of the object recognition system which was based upon lbp cascade
classifiers. The number of true positive was equal to 32.
Sensitivity =
True positive
True positive + false negative
= 0.7805 (5.1)
5.4.4 Simple statistics for the parameters of test outputs
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The following table presents the mean, standard deviation and other statistical
parameters describing the experiments’ output variables.
Table 5.7: Simple Statistics
V ariable N Mean Std Dev Sum Minimum Maximum
Speed 32 0.074 0.029 2.371 0.010 0.124
Starting distance 32 2.054 0.591 65.714 0.634 2.862
Closest distance 32 0.215 0.057 6.881 0.117 0.365
Time closest 32 43.024 20.746 1377 8.832 86.848
Updates 32 3.531 1.831 113 1 9
Intercept time 32 38.776 0.788 1241 6.144 84.352
Parameter Updates shows the number of updates made for the optic flow
points after object being recognized. Time closest means the time in which the
robot had the closest approach to the target.
5.5 Summary
This chapter detailed the experiments test results as well as collected data
and trained classifiers. It presented all of the important information to those
experiments and offered a basic statistical analysis.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This chapter will discuss conclusions and give a brief summary of this study.
It also provides recommendations and suggestions for future work.
6.1 Conclusions
Lately, companies and industries demand systems of robots with autonomous
behavior and adaptive nature. Tremendous amount of research have come up with
methods to use computer vision and machine learning and combinations of them,
where each combination has different constraints and levels of generalizability.
However, there is a big gap between theoretical knowledge and practical application
of such techniques. The purpose of this study was to develop a system with a
combination of vision techniques applicable for the complex task of interception of a
moving object in a dynamic environment. The system was tested on an
interceptor-evader scenario consisting of two humanoid robots, with the use of only
a video camera in a 3D simulation environment. Complexity of the system rises
when scale and object form are changed due to the different positions and angles
demanding a new method for tracking and machine learning technique for object
detection.
As result this work presents a system that combines object detection based
on “Haar/lbp feature classifiers trained on boosted cascades” and detected target
segmented contour tracking based on optical flow technique. The contour points are
constantly updating while intercepting. The goal was to prove the feasibility of the
method for that problem. As a result, the developed system showed 100% success
rate for interception within its time limit and vision range. The proposed system
also exhibited 95% confidence interval for interception time, with an average speed
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equal to 0.075 ms for interceptor and half of that for the target, between 31.3 and
46.3 seconds. Sensitivity range for object detection system was 78%. The rate of
intercepting without losing a track from the first try was 82%. Even with an error
in detection systems the interception still resulted in zero miss of not intercepted
robot. This was partially due to the application of the validation of detected object
in real time while tracking technique. An important outcomes of this research are
Darwins body and head classifiers for real and simulation environment and the
detailed structure of the vision system design. These outcomes can be reused and
replicated for similar types of robotic interception problems.
6.2 Future works
There is always a room for improvements. Utilizing more data for training
stage can bring more accuracy and sensitivity in detection, as well as applying filters
to smooth the tracking process. The future work is to test this method on real
indoor environment with its trained DARwIn robot body and head classifiers.
6.3 Summary
This chapter concluded the main results and explained an outcome of this
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APPENDIX A. PURSUER AND TARGET CONFIGURATIONS
Table A.1: Pursuer and Target initial heading angle
configurations (in radians)



































Table A.2: Target and Ball x y coordinate values (in meters)
Test Target x Target z Ball x Ball z
1 −0.744877963 −0.709024963 −1.279342661 −2.119263107
2 0.507732699 −0.620498497 1.820634865 −1.52595871
3 −0.01607379 −1.994030289 −0.53276326 0.21540522
4 1.444660771 1.233125582 1.490020491 2.560680705
5 −1.267541703 2.581469254 −1.208451496 −0.862431027
6 −2.310087814 −0.538141954 0.634270121 −0.914528728
7 2.419443563 −1.606478887 1.551375072 −0.180542319
8 1.816532661 1.821698023 1.069062736 −0.602373257
9 −2.183055344 −1.661123993 0.90734064 −0.64202313
10 1.554112383 −2.091210901 −0.663102088 0.744121354
11 −1.492242848 0.885302883 −0.817156535 1.737697247
12 −0.535147995 −1.67169415 0.523834909 1.706510696
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Table A.2 continued
13 −1.248122302 −1.337990286 −2.670069289 −0.2360514
14 −1.952561832 0.079905645 −0.694732489 −2.396573008
15 0.120690947 −2.507381877 −0.497423594 0.630023167
16 −0.298091426 1.722932196 0.711432865 −0.249392535
17 −2.203337699 1.355987269 2.406207885 0.858154594
18 −0.188832814 0.637603492 −2.76999793 −0.496845306
19 1.920565453 −1.526200589 −0.438611259 −0.769720526
20 1.453151753 −0.291438326 −1.255006212 2.379127719
21 −2.312794043 −0.576375138 2.171849765 −0.499050677
22 −1.320211697 −2.062840929 −0.243247156 2.535236662
23 0.53012987 1.721110115 −1.693442706 1.059374891
24 0.455448728 −1.442971459 0.415134285 −2.223593955
25 −2.713264147 −0.605680717 2.58538419 −0.31162773
26 2.523156036 −0.506135313 −0.0592168 −2.423693632
27 2.093250694 1.781833584 1.100770153 −0.417888567
28 1.770795206 1.491326693 0.280402465 −1.812598825
29 2.012510603 −1.800432017 −2.58084173 0.630135715
30 −0.050320876 −2.117895598 −1.009206517 −0.567165166
31 −1.26437606 1.297353771 0.305200181 2.239608155
32 2.283791714 0.917408774 2.762303685 −0.913268977
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APPENDIX B. INTERCEPTOR AND TARGET INTERCEPTION TEST RESULTS
CONTINUED
Figure B.1.: Test #11
Figure B.2.: Test #12
Figure B.3.: Test #13
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Figure B.4.: Test #14
Figure B.5.: Test #15
Figure B.6.: Test #16
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Figure B.7.: Test #17
Figure B.8.: Test #18
Figure B.9.: Test #19
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Figure B.10.: Test #20
Figure B.11.: Test #21
Figure B.12.: Test #22
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Figure B.13.: Test #23
Figure B.14.: Test #24
Figure B.15.: Test #25
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Figure B.16.: Test #26
Figure B.17.: Test #27
Figure B.18.: Test #28
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Figure B.19.: Test #30
Figure B.20.: Test #31
Figure B.21.: Test #32
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APPENDIX C. CREATETRAINSAMPLES.PL BY NAOTOSHI SEO (2009)
#!/ usr / b in / p e r l
use F i l e : : Basename ;
use s t r i c t ;
##############################################################
# Create samples from an image app l y ing d i s t o r t i o n s r e p ea t e d l y
# ( crea t e many many samples from many images app l y ing d i s t o r t i o n s )
#
# pe r l c r ea t e t r a in samp l e s . p l <p o s i t i v e s . dat> <nega t i v e s . dat>
# <v e c ou t pu t d i r> [< totalnum = 7000>]
#[<createsample command options = ./ crea te samp les −w 20 −h 20 . . . > ]
# Ex : p e r l c r ea t e t r a in samp l e s . p l p o s i t i v e s . dat n e ga t i v e s . dat samples
#
# Author : Naotoshi Seo
# Date : 09/12/2008 Add <totalnum> and
# <createsample command options> op t i ons
# Date : 06/02/2007
# Date : 03/12/2006
##############################################################
my $cmd = ’ . / c reate sample s −bgco lo r 0 −bgthresh 0 −maxxangle 1 .1 ’+
+’−maxyangle 1 .1 maxzangle 0 .5 −maxidev 40 −w 20 −h 20 ’ ;
my $totalnum = 7000 ;
my $ tmpf i l e = ’tmp ’ ;
i f ($#ARGV < 2) {
print ”Usage : p e r l c r e a t e t r a i n s a m p l e s . p l \n” ;
print ” <p o s i t i v e s c o l l e c t i o n f i l e n a m e >\n” ;
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print ” <n e g a t i v e s c o l l e c t i o n f i l e n a m e >\n” ;
print ” <output dirname>\n” ;
print ” [< totalnum = ” . $totalnum . ”>]\n” ;
print ” [< createsample command options = ’ ” . $cmd . ” ’>]\n” ;
exit ;
}
my $ p o s i t i v e = $ARGV[ 0 ] ;
my $negat ive = $ARGV[ 1 ] ;
my $outputd i r = $ARGV[ 2 ] ;
$totalnum = $ARGV[ 3 ] i f ($#ARGV > 2 ) ;
$cmd = $ARGV[ 4 ] i f ($#ARGV > 3 ) ;
open(POSITIVE , ”< $ p o s i t i v e ” ) ;
my @pos i t i v e s = <POSITIVE>;
close (POSITIVE ) ;
open(NEGATIVE, ”< $negat ive ” ) ;
my @negatives = <NEGATIVE>;
close (NEGATIVE) ;
# number o f generated images from one image so t ha t t o t a l
#w i l l be $ tota lnum
my $numfloor = int ( $totalnum / $#p o s i t i v e s ) ;
my $numremain = $totalnum − $numfloor ∗ $#p o s i t i v e s ;
# Get the d i r e c t o r y name o f p o s i t i v e s
my $ f i r s t = $ p o s i t i v e s [ 0 ] ;
my $ l a s t = $ p o s i t i v e s [$# p o s i t i v e s ] ;
while ( $ f i r s t ne $ l a s t ) {
$ f i r s t = dirname ( $ f i r s t ) ;
$ l a s t = dirname ( $ l a s t ) ;
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i f ( $ f i r s t eq ”” ) { last ; }
}
my $imgdir = $ f i r s t ;
my $ imgd i r l en = length ( $ f i r s t ) ;
for (my $k = 0 ; $k < $#p o s i t i v e s ; $k++ ) {
my $img = $ p o s i t i v e s [ $k ] ;
my $num = ( $k < $numremain ) ? $numfloor + 1 : $numfloor ;
# Pick up nega t i v e images randomly
my @loca lnega t i v e s = ( ) ;
for (my $ i = 0 ; $ i < $num ; $ i++) {
my $ind = int (rand($# nega t i v e s ) ) ;
push( @loca lnegat ive s , $nega t iv e s [ $ind ] ) ;
}
open(TMP, ”> $ tmpf i l e ” ) ;
print TMP @loca lnega t i v e s ;
close (TMP) ;
#system (” cat $ tmp f i l e ” ) ;
!chomp( $img ) ;
my $vec = $outputd i r . substr ( $img , $ imgd i r l en ) . ” . vec ” ;
print ”$cmd −img $img −bg $tmpf i l e −vec $vec −num $num” . ”\n” ;
system ( ”$cmd −img $img −bg $tmpf i l e −vec $vec −num $num” ) ;
}
unlink ( $ tmp f i l e ) ;
